
From: Robert Burford   
Sent: 15 August 2016 16:44 
To: Bahadoor, Roy 
Subject: sn17 bid for freedom from conditions 
 
i wish to object to SN17  bid for freedom from conditions  2   if  the management of rear patio is left to 
managers discretion    its just not on because of noise and nuisance if left unsuperrvised,   can you 
imagine what life would be like for residents in  15 station hill and 
no 11 station hill where i live  life would be unbearable  especially the residents of  

   and who knows what could happen, i hope the council bears this in 
mind      the reason they got their licence in the begining was they had to adhere to the condition for 
their licences  from the council.                               
3   to prevent crime and disorder,    the staffing of the frontdoor to be changed   as it is  the front door 
is kept fairly low key so there is not much disorder out the front  there has been no damage or mess 
so why should we have to put up with it all again       as a resident i object strongly to all the changes 
they want to make  why should we have to put up with all the mayhem we had before    we all pay our 
rates so we are entitled to be able to sleep at night with our windows open which we cant     
 
thankyou   my name is robert burford and i live at 11 station hill and i am speaking on behalf of the 
residents     
 
 
From: Robert Burford   
Sent: 18 August 2016 15:08 
To: Bahadoor, Roy 
Subject: sn15 bid for freedom from conditions 
 
hi roy        this is my second email on the new conditions wanted by sn15    these are the names of 
the residents in 15 station hill sn151eq    
flat 1,,s stiles     flat 2,,d campbell     flat 3    c burgess     flat 4    a santos     flat 5   c ayres     flat 6   m 
norris 

  
                  

       
                           

 
 

 
         my name is will burford  i live at 11 station hill so any  change will have a big effect on us    my 
email        and my phone no is       thankyou     
w burford 
 




